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ETHICS OF SCALE: RELOCATING POLITICS 
AFTER LIBERATION 

The “Dialectics of Toil”:
Reflections on the Politics of 
Space after Apartheid

Anne-Maria Makhulu
Duke University

Abstract
Sixteen years since the end of  the liberation struggle South Africa’s cities
have become crucial spaces of  self-determination and lively community
democracy. Yet their form has changed very little instead highlighting the
persistence of  poverty (and racism) within neoliberal, post-apartheid capi-
talism that the transition promised to end. This article explores the endur-
ing quality of  deep economic and social marginalization, specifically in the
context of  Cape Town’s informal settlements, which reflect both collective
desires for “rights to the city”  and their denial. [Keywords: South Africa,
cities, Cape Town, informal settlements, neoliberalism]
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Introduction

Where the shanties of migrants sprout next to the mansions, facto-
ries, and skyscrapers of industrial-state capitalism, new kinds of cit-
izens engage each other in struggles over the nature of belonging to
the national society.

— James Holston (1999:10)

Drawing on Lefebvre’s proposition that substantive political change is nec-
essarily as much a matter of politics as it is a matter of space (Lefebvre
1995), in the course of this article I reflect on the relationship between
South Africa’s democratization and the reconfiguration of the city after
apartheid (Smith 1992a, 1992b; Mabin 1992). Specifically, I argue that the
country’s urban peripheries, which were most often illegally settled by
migrant workers arriving from the rural areas under apartheid, today,
notwithstanding efforts to deliver infrastructure, housing, and services,
reflect hardening relations of inequality in post-apartheid South Africa.
Under apartheid, migrant workers were generally prohibited from perma-
nent settlement in urban areas. Instead they lived on the move—very often
traveling repeatedly between town and country—given strict controls on
African urbanization. Yet many African migrants and their families chose to
remain in the cities where they worked on contract, building informal shel-
ter in the squatter camps that proliferated on the cities’ edges during more
than four decades. To the degree these were spaces of refuge, they consti-
tuted mere accommodations of the system, but as spaces of opposition and
subterfuge, they hinted at the possibility of linking practices of place-mak-
ing to a much broader process of social transformation. That migrant work-
ers found creative alternatives to the system of contracts that consigned
them to a life of work in the city and domesticity in the countryside (Bundy
1979, Murray 1981), their efforts to build lives inclusive of family in the
urban areas, in contravention of the Native Urban Areas Act (1923), signaled
the emergence of a politics that would ultimately redirect the course of
apartheid policy. It would also change the national map.
Now while squatter communities previously symbolized collective

resistance to apartheid, what they stand for today is rather different.
Despite government efforts to redress the historic problem of homeless-
ness, the persistence of the settlements, and in some instances their
growth and expansion since the mid-1990s (consider the case of
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Khayelitsha, originally a small informal settlement established in 1983 and
today a township with an estimated population of 400,000), has been a
source of outright sanction, often leading to the forced removal of those
settled illegally on the city edges. National reconstruction, though a corol-
lary of liberation, has been much complicated by the liberalization of mar-
kets in the past decade or so, fostering the conditions for perpetuating
rather than eradicating inequality. Forced removals are a case in point:
once a municipal function, privatized removal companies have emerged to
fill a gap in public services. More ironic still is that removals persist if only
to satisfy private landowners on whose land squatters may have settled
over and above the old imperatives of apartheid segregation and influx
control that stipulated the removal of Africans to the homelands.
Ferguson has written of the general impact of globalization on the

African Continent, characterizing capital flows as very often patchy and
incomplete and in so being reproducing relations of inequality across
regions and even worldwide (2006:49).  South Africans have responded in
their own way to the effects of market de-regulation (Brenner and
Theodore 2002) that preternaturally have a spatial expression. In a coun-
try once given over to industrial mining and manufacturing driven by
migrant labor the transition to post-industrial urbanization has been
acute as South Africa’s economy has given way to a much larger financial
sector than was the case in the past, what Harvey among many regards as
immaterial or “ fictitious”  capital formation (Harvey 1990), while wage
work opportunities have diminished given the shrinking of old fashioned
industrial jobs (Davis 2004:9). This new era seems to be characterized by
phenomena more or less global in scope: by inner-cities newly defined by
the absence of factories and assembly lines alongside the powerful con-
cretization of particular post-industrial contradictions (Watts 2005)1—of
consumer desire and disappointment, of denied citizenship (Holston
1999), and so on. Mike Davis has observed that at no time in history has
the world population been so quick to urbanize in such large numbers
and that the “enormous population of marginalized labourers”  (2004:25)
that make up such margins, spatial and social, must be considered a class
of “active unemployed” since most operate within informal, unregulated
zones of the economy in cities as different as Johannesburg, Dakar, São
Paulo, and of course Cape Town.

* * * * *
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In the early 1960s the South African Communist Party had already
coined the term colonialism of a “special type” to describe the system of
apartheid (see SACP 1962, Bundy 1989, Marais 1999). Strange and arcane
struggle era terminology perhaps, yet when apartheid met its demise,
fully sixteen years ago, colonialism in southern Africa was finally and
totally defeated—not an insignificant event in a continent that took so
very long to decolonize. It goes without saying that by the 1990s colonial
rule had fallen into disrepute. It was regarded as an anachronism and
therefore doubtless informs the use of the term “neo” to describe newer
geo-political relations of domination, whether at the hands of multina-
tionals, mega churches, or states.
Yet for all that, when South Africans finally went to the ballot box in

April 1994, marking a break with the old apartheid order and a critical
transition to postcolonialism, it was the language of the ballot that cap-
tured world attention rather than the arguably more foundational claim
that South Africa had been liberated. I take this as more than simply a
problem of semantics or indeed a problem of history: that the 1950s,
1960s, and 1970s were the crucial decades for national liberation and
that by 1994 that sort of language was simply no longer in vogue.
Rather, the problem seems to relate to the renewed significance of
democracy itself as a reflexive category, denoting its own importance,
even as the prominence of the ballot box has been more or less inverse-
ly proportional to the transparency of many postcolonial states in
Africa—states increasingly evacuated of formal functions and resources
and thereby criminalized, as several scholars and commentators have
observed (see for example Bayart 1993; Bayart, Ellis and Hibou 1999; de
Sardan 1999), making the vote little more than “ the occasional exercise
of choice among competing, often indistinguishable alternatives”
(Comaroff and Comaroff 2006:3, Apter 2005). This reflexivity is readily
articulated in the discourse of “good governance,”  a strategy much
favored by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank,
which, along with other donor institutions choose to force the issue of
debt relief and “ free and fair”  elections, as if these were linked and
implying, as the Comaroffs have recently proposed, the very disappear-
ance of material realities “behind the ballot box”  (2006:4). This linking
of politics and money, of rights and markets, points a very long finger
at neoliberal ideology and its “market fundamentalism,”  which priori-
tizes the “ freeing”  of the economy over the freeing of people (Harvey
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2005a, Tsing 2005, Ong 2006). Such developments are surely not unre-
lated to my earlier observation regarding the silence over South Africa’s
“ independence”  in 1994 and instead the emphasis placed on democra-
tization tout court.
Approximately five years after the collapse of Communism and a

decade and an half into the implementation of Structural Adjustment
programs across the Continent (a key neoliberal strategy), the recon-
struction of the “New”  South Africa called for radical intervention
along the lines, if not on the scale of, a Marshall Plan. This grand proj-
ect assumed a welfare state as the basis for coordinating the implemen-
tation of reconstruction efforts, yet ran almost immediately into prob-
lems relating to the priority afforded South Africa’s markets even while
asserting the great necessity of material redress for the past. As a con-
sequence, South Africa’s transition would become as much a struggle
over the creation of a post-apartheid social order as it would an ideo-
logical battle over the neoliberal terms in which that transition might
be brought about.
The post-apartheid literature dealing with questions of reconstruction

and development is vast (see for example Saff 1998, Bond 2000, Watson
2002, McKinley and Naidoo 2004, Pieterse 2005) and quite beyond the
scope of this article. Instead, my goals are far more modest. I propose a
spatial analysis from the vantage of one city and its periphery, Cape
Town—site of intensive efforts to provide housing and services after
1994. Beyond what concrete impact the delivery of housing to tens of
thousands of waitlisted beneficiaries and their families may have had
(current waitlists suggest a backlog of at least 250,000 homes), I argue that
before any assessment of the efficacy of urban reconstruction can be
made, a prior set of questions demand attention. Specifically, what are
the conditions of possibility? Or, following David Scott (1999), what has
been the “problem space” in which post-apartheid state directives to
transform the city were implemented? I argue that projects, as in the case
of the now defunct Reconstruction and Development Programme, faced
significant challenges not only in practical terms relating to available
resources and manpower, but also given the changing ideological climate
in which liberation fast gave way to a rhetoric of liberalization: to policies
advocating the privatization of institutions and national wealth, the
financialization of the economic sector, and an overall strategy that
advanced private interest over the public good.
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Urban Peripheries and Their Freedoms
I have written elsewhere (Makhulu 2003) of the strong sense of purpose
that migrants brought to the project of providing for their families and of
the legal restrictions that favored the temporary sojourn of male laborers
and their accommodation in so-called “single sex hostels.”  Alluding to the
dual tensions of both material and affective obligations in domestic life,
one migrant and squatter leader, who settled on the outskirts of Cape
Town in the 1970s, described the situation as follows:

I brought my wife and family to live with me because I loved them. I
wanted to be a father to my children. I didn’t want to live the life of a
divorced man. Crossroads [squatter settlement] really came into exis-
tence because men preferred to live with their wives and families.2

Though not uncommon, men’s claims to clearing the bushveld3—that wild
and untamed quasi-rural space within the city—to make way for new
forms of settlement and community (as both a figurative and literal mat-
ter), erases, as Josette Cole has argued (see Cole 1987, Lucas 1995), the
very specific gender dimensions of squatter settlements during that
decade. The narrative of family reunification through the establishment
of a hidden and autonomous domestic space, while central to the consti-
tution of alternative forms of social life, ignores the gender asymmetries
of legislation that defined the ethnic homelands (Bantustans) as not only
cradles of ethnicity, but the necessary locations of its reproduction. For in
addition to standard “ influx controls”  designed to limit the movements of
individuals and populations, the so-called “breadwinner’s clause” specif-
ically restricted women’s rights to seek employment in urban areas.
Replicating highly patriarchal, hetero-normative values of male wage
work, the clause acknowledged its own exception granting six-month
work permissions to black women on condition they left their children
behind in the rural Bantustans as an incentive to return.
Of course, such measures obstructed women’s capacities to follow male

partners. And yet, whatever their discouragements or disqualifications,
women came to urban areas in significant numbers4 often in search of long-
absent men on multi-year labor contracts, many of whom, given their
extended separation from family, had previously established parallel
households in the city, while other women came in search of work of their
own. In an article appearing in the Cape Argus in 1978, journalist John
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Battersby captured the predicament of African women living illegally in
Cape Town. An area activist, Mrs. Luke, described her growing sense of des-
peration, having lived illicitly with her husband in a male hostel, during the
ten years before the founding of Crossroads squatter area in 1975. Referring
to her accommodation in a nearby township, she said: “The buildings were
always being raided and I spent many nights in hiding—often having to get
up at 3 am and 4 am to evade the officials. In the end I could take it no
longer and decided to move to Crossroads”5 (Ramphele 1993).

* * * * *

Beginning in late 1974 and early 1975, a small strip of land to the south-
east of the city of Cape Town, soon to become Crossroads squatter camp,
bordering Nyanga Township and bounded by Lansdowne and Old
Klipfontein Roads, was gradually occupied. Some of the “original settlers
came from nearby Brown’s Farm, a sprawling squatter area, where Coloured
and African squatters had lived together for years” (Cole 1987:11), while
others flocked from shantytowns all over the Cape Peninsula as these came
under threat of municipal bulldozers. Scores of people came on word of
mouth and soon clusters of informal structures could be seen from the
roadside perimeters of the settlement. Many squatters also came at the
behest of local inspectors of the recently established Bantu Affairs
Administration Board (BAAB).6 Notably, there were even reports of provin-
cial government employees assisting squatters in the transportation of
building materials, including “zincs,”7 from the old to the new sites. Such
stories, though oddly out of lockstep with the pioneer narrative of fully
autonomous settlement on the city periphery, conformed to new official
policies of urban management, containment, and consolidation of popula-
tions destined for eventual removal. The 1980s are notable for two compet-
ing tendencies, as Cole (1987) has compellingly argued: on one hand, a
movement towards greater repression; on the other, towards efforts at
reform. This translated into very often confusing orders to vacate land in
one area of the city and to resettle in others.
In setting aside a piece of land for temporary use by squatters, the

authorities were moving to weed out rural migrants and forcibly deport
many of them. But whatever their intentions and whatever their desire to
reduce the African “surplus”  in the Cape Metropolitan Area (CMA), offi-
cials gravely miscalculated their capacity to control both the physical
space that Crossroads represented and its larger symbolic significance. As
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the authorities labored to convince squatters to move to the site, they also
renewed their efforts to enforce a policy that would create protections for
a Coloured workforce—through stricter enforcement of the Coloured
Labor Preference Policy (a 1955 statute). Still, even as jobs and rights in
residence in Cape Town were coming under threat for many African
Capetonians, squatters responded with enthusiasm to the proximity of the
new settlement to downtown and dockland job sites.
Indeed, administrators would soon find their efforts faced insurmount-

able odds as migrants and others flocked to Crossroads by the hundreds
(and then thousands); thus redirecting the government’s attempts at
social engineering, responding to desperately felt housing needs by con-
troverting policies largely designed to contain and redirect migrant flows.
Housing freezes in the Cape, beginning in the early 1970s, though intend-
ed to discourage African migrants from traveling from the countryside,
instead fuelled the growth of increasing numbers of peri-urban settle-
ments. Likewise, chronic overcrowding in the formal townships found
many young families opting for the freedoms afforded in the squatter
areas that life in the crowded brick homes of parents and grandparents
could not. From this perspective, Crossroads quickly came to signal a
future for those seeking to escape the strictures of inter-generational cus-
tom and as such symbolized a stepping stone to other opportunities—to
personal autonomy, jobs, and even family.
In those first few weeks and months “migrants, petty traders, women,

the aged, youth, the unemployed, the employed and the unemployable all
found a home in Crossroads”  (Cole 1987:12). Thrown together through
happenstance and joined in collective opposition to eviction residents of
varying class positions forged a popular alliance. As Jeremy Seekings has
convincingly argued: “The combination of residential concentration, the
racial aspect of oppression, and especially the threat of removal in some
cases, has [always] generated some sense of ‘community,’ and given some
substance to the notion of a ‘black experience’” (1988:199). In overcoming
or ignoring the limits of the legislation—its segregationist statutes,8 its
devices of demographic regulation (through influx controls and forced
removals), and the many concerted efforts to rid cities of squatters
through the Prevention of Illegal Squatting Act—Crossroads outlined a
space of exploration of possibilities quite beyond the ken of most ordi-
nary Africans, however fragile those possibilities might ultimately prove
to be (Harvey 2000:189).
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Between 1976 and 1978, years of significant political upheaval across
South Africa, Crossroads was radically transformed by larger events
unfolding elsewhere in the country and responded to them in relative
measure. The now famed June 16th, 1976 student uprising in Soweto,
news of which rapidly spread across the country, led to smaller-scale
riots in Cape Town in the days following the shooting deaths of almost six
hundred unarmed students by police.9 Many in Crossroads would recall
1976 as a watershed in political opposition to the regime. As one resident
described it:

Things started in 1976, things escalated, some Comrades had been
arrested, some had left the country, and others had been killed.
Those who were arrested were taken to Bishop Lavis, a nearby
Coloured township. There was an SAP (South African Police) head-
quarters there and this is where people were taken to be tortured.10

Crossroads came to be understood as resistant to the national struggle
for liberation, even as activists described their involvement in local strug-
gles that echoed the activities of those directly involved in the Soweto stu-
dent uprising.11 In part, this view hinges on a complicated relationship to
state counter-insurgency strategy (see Makhulu 2003). In the 1980s, squat-
ter communities across South Africa emerged as sites of efforts by the
security apparatus to win hearts and minds, specifically through the use
of development—including housing provision, a strategy that preyed par-
ticularly on populations already highly vulnerable given their homeless-
ness and displacement, and, thus, in some measure set apart from any
overall black experience in the anti-apartheid movement. And yet, in
their efforts to acquire the most basic requisites for life—land, shelter,
access to potable water, jobs, and services—squatters de facto continual-
ly renegotiated not only an uneasy relationship with the state, as the
arbiter of access to basic needs, but also the relationship between such
needs and the broad field within which struggles for self-determination
came to be shaped as a very consequence of access.
Arguably, the line between acts of self-preservation and formally

organized politics—the African National Congress or United Democratic
Front being examples—might be rethought in the context of a struggle
that necessarily took on a survivalist dimension at times. When squat-
ters were displaced, their homes destroyed, and finally dispatched to
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the homelands their responses were most often quite fundamental.
Banking less on any specific ideological agenda and instead resolving
the crisis of removal through resettlement, rebuilding, and even con-
frontation with authorities in the courts—through stays of eviction and
the like—squatters strove to reclaim urban rights. In this sense, infor-
mal settlements defined a moral space in which practices of the every-
day constituted the a priori terms of the political (Cole 1987)—what Fred
Moten has elsewhere defined for the black experience in the US as a pre-
disposition to resisting power in which joy is always bound up with the
(revolutionary) terror.12 The many provisions of the Urban Areas Act
were not easily sidestepped of course: evidence of continuous employ-
ment during a period of ten years or more, evidence of birthplace in the
city, or of marriage to a person qualifying under either of the first two
conditions. These mechanisms of securocratic interpellation were only
narrowly avoided through the constitution of radically distinct modes of
spatial organization. And such that transformations in political con-
sciousness came about precisely as a consequence of efforts to build
homes, schools, a variety of local institutions, and community on the
perimeters of the city.
In June 1976, a two-roomed temporary school, catering to as many

as 250 students was built, bulldozed, and rebuilt, after the Divisional
Council (a local authority body) conceded that demolition of the school
had been unlawful.13 This and other incidents underscored the infor-
mal settlement’s precarious legal status. Yet, at the same time, a great
many social institutions showed the degree to which squatters had
become a permanent feature of the city. From the several makeshift
churches, to the deployment of a local home guard, to a thriving infor-
mal sector, and even an undertaker’s, everywhere signs of emergent
community underwrote challenges to permanent settlement.14 Finally,
if viewed from the air, the squatter camp revealed itself as something
of a labyrinth—networks of small footpaths, between shacks and back-
yards, feeding into broader thoroughfares that marked a way through
the sea of corrugated iron structures from one end of the camp to the
other.15 Despite the increasing density of the settlement a level of
social organization remained—streets and entire blocks constituting
together the primary building blocks of civics and other organizations.
Over time, the population size of the settlement would increase expo-
nentially, nearing 100,000 by the mid-1980s.
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The Politics of Place
Historically, practices of home-building, place-making, and settlement
have been foundational of demands by populations denied rights of full
citizenship (see Holston 2008). Indeed, attempts to live within metropoli-
tan South Africa defined African migrants as agents of a very particular
history of struggle fought in terms of defiance of influx controls, Group
Areas, and other legislation that on one hand restricted free movement
and on the other criminalized staying put. While the state sought to neat-
ly categorize peoples and places of origin through a system of ethnic
homelands, those migrants who arrived in urban South Africa in search of
work and then latterly refused to return to the Bantustans necessarily
confronted head on the prejudices of a system that confined (quasi)citi-
zenship and sovereignty to a handful of outposts on the rural peripheries
of the Republic. In their insistence on remaining in the city—a site of
work, schooling, and family—Africans rejected restrictive rights afforded
them within South Africa’s “racial democracy.”  Peri-urban zones became
not simply places in which a reserve army of labor might be housed, but
far more significantly these were sites of the production of alternative
entitlements and access. Today, under the new post-apartheid dispensa-
tion, claims to land, space, and residence compete with the emergence of
a configuration of law and bourgeois interest under the new constitution,
marking a substitution of class interests for older race solidarities (see
Seekings and Nattrass 2005). Although the new constitution, specifically
its Bill of Rights, is based in “three basic values of equality, freedom, and
human dignity,” 16 and guarantees protection of civil and political rights,
so-called first generation rights, in addition to economic and cultural
rights, the new dispensation has increasingly come to define the new free-
doms in terms of the market; that conception of freedom in a “double
sense,”  following Marx. This way of articulating the rights of citizens
under the new democracy has undermined mass mobilization around
longstanding grievances. Thus, as I suggested in my introduction,
demands for economic, political, and social restitution tend increasingly
to strike at the core of post-apartheid market fundamentalism as a focus
of state activity over and above social reform. Further, even as such ten-
sions remain unresolved, the state continues to craft inchoate policies
that, on one hand, purport to safeguard the national welfare while more
often than not evacuating the content of possible political and socio-eco-
nomic compensations. The recent ramping up of HIV/AIDS treatments,
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including the rollout of free anti-retrovirals, sets a very different stan-
dard.17 That said, the general picture is a confusing one.
These contradictions highlight the significance of the perimeters of the

city, as a very particular terrain, for practices of the everyday both spatial
and symbolic in form—the local ground on which late-20th century rural
migrants and many longtime urbanites asserted a right to place and
belonging, and where certain terms of a “new” South-Africa-in-waiting
were ultimately worked out through struggles momentous and banal,
through efforts to build homes and to create havens that would protect
against the vagaries and contradictions of apartheid oppression. These
included: the prohibition on the construction of additional homes in
Black Group Areas after the early 1970s, the concomitant denial of the
privileges and pleasures of domestic life for most Africans residing out-
side the Bantustans, and a general ban on the permanent settlement of
Africans in urban areas.
This latter proscription has a long genealogy (see for example Posel

1997, Worden 2007, Norval 1993), for now let me simply highlight the
striking parallels between the apartheid city (Smith 1994, also see Mabin
1998) and the forms of citizenship that derived from much older classical
ideas of the polis or city-state. For one, restrictions placed on full politi-
cal membership for slaves, women, and foreigners in Ancient Greece
spoke, at the outset, of the partial nature of political inclusion, just as in
the old South Africa Blacks were barred from the vote and many were
denied the privileges of residing in the city on any permanent basis.
Moreover, women were explicitly denied access to urban employment on
grounds of gender. And just as the franchise was ultimately limited to a
white minority (after 1948), the city itself came to be defined as central to
a form of civic life in which seclusion from the nation’s black majority was
critical in protecting the white body politic from racial contamination.
This was as true of the early colonial period (Bickford-Smith 1995) as it
was in the late-19th and early-20th centuries during the industrial revolu-
tion. In the former “as urbanization of the colonized accelerated, so the
more urgently were those thus racialized forced to occupy a space apart
from their European(ized) masters”  (Goldberg 1993:187). More than two
centuries later, radical segregationist logic still held, at least formally,
while the concept of the white urban enclave essentially gave way to the
practical demand for cheap black labor during the postwar economic
boom. Notwithstanding such pragmatic responses to the demands of the
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market, the interplay of race and markets eventually generated a new
urban map of distinction. Thus formal racial classification in the hands of
the Nationalists led to the specific identification of individuals and groups
on grounds of racial, ethnic, and linguistic categories and determined the
basis of Group Areas legislation. It also sanctioned the exile of those des-
tined for the homelands.
Still, the city limits became a crucial space for “oppositional practices”

(de Certeau 1984) as Africans, at once drawn to and liable to expulsion
from the country’s urban centers, settled on the city perimeters in an
effort to avoid stringent enforcement of influx controls. These communi-
ties lying outside or at the very least just beyond the direct reach of the
state were, in a sense, precisely constituted through the very apparatuses
of repression that sought to eliminate them—a point Foucault (1995) made
remarkably clear in the connections he drew between norms and
deviance; in the continual production of deviant subjects; and those
processes of subjection that institutions, such as the prison, became expert
in deploying to “normalize” the deviant beginning in the 19th century.
Meanwhile the implementation of policy remained uneven thereby both
informing and unsettling dominant apartheid logic, which sought to
(re)ruralize18 Africans by removing them to the Bantustans, though such
policies may have been primarily designed to control and monitor flows of
labor between industrial centers and key sites of agricultural production,
what Deborah Posel has described as the “Manpower” function of the state
(1997). The imposition of pass laws and other restrictions on African urban
settlement also fed directly into longstanding anxieties about the “detrib-
alization” of urban Africans (Mayer 1963) as a cultural project. Wilson and
Mafeje’s (1963) account of Langa township in the early 1960s already so
powerfully evoked the ways in which urban and rural Africans drew on dis-
crete differences of identification, dress, and custom echoing emergent
processes of distinction brought on by the very process of urbanization
itself—those categories of persons, the amagoduka (migrants) and ooscuse-
me (professional townspeople) that so informed city life.
It is worth recalling that apartheid policies encompassed a strongly

“biopolitical”  agenda too. Hence official efforts focused primarily on the
African family (conceived in broadly nuclear and patriarchal terms) as a
key site in disabling the reproducibility of a population that threatened to
overrun the city and to dismantle white privilege. Indeed, what seems to
have distinguished apartheid was the systematic state directive not so
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much to destroy life as to preserve it, albeit in very particular circum-
stances: with an end to making life into labor, object, and reproducible
capacity, but only insofar as the geographical limits of such a project
might be controlled. For in South Africa, while political dissidents were
increasingly subject(ed) to the sovereign’s right to kill (droit de glaive)
through detention, torture, interrogation, and incarceration, the refine-
ment of an association between Africanity and its reproduction under spe-
cific circumstances and to very particular ends stands quite apart from the
biopolitical solely as the work of choosing between life and death
(Comaroff 2007). I am not suggesting that apartheid became the site of
the working out of macabre fantasies of forced labor in reproduction.
Rather, I am interested in the ways in which the state came to both deny
and acknowledge the fundamental value of black life to the sustainabili-
ty of the society as a whole, while insisting that the labor of reproduction
take place elsewhere—outside the sites of the centers of both economic
and political power, that is, beyond the sightlines of metropolitan South
Africa. Nor am I arguing that Bantustans functioned in effect as spaces of
exception, as the concentration camps have been conceived (Schmitt
1928, Agamben 2005), but rather to propose compelling parallels
between the rural ethnic homelands and urban informal settlements by
regarding the latter as both temporary Bantustans in the city—holding
centers, per se—but also sites for the transgression of those logics that
made them possible in the first instance. It is this dialectics of repression
and transgression I want to consider here, not least the ways in which the
spatial logics of distinction, marginalization, and surveillance informed
“disruptions and gaps in dominant discourses that open the space for sub-
tle transformations in social and personal meanings”  (Aretxaga 1997:19).
But in the end, for all the abstractions of political theory—the biopo-

litical, bare life, the right of the sovereign to grant or withhold life, death,
punishment—what ultimately stands out in the case of the informal set-
tlements is the hard work that went into building them; the toil required
to settle the urban limits. These wastelands many came to call home were
not simply ready for immediate settlement. Rather, enterprising squat-
ters, very often women in search of domestic haven, hacked away at the
bush in their paths, constructed homes from cardboard, corrugated iron,
wood, and rusted nails, bringing the skills of the ordinary to bear on the
constitution of domestic life: through the drawing of water, the hewing of
wood for heat and cooking during cold and flood-prone winters, as much
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as the most complex yet fundamental work of child socialization and
other forms of affective labor. In so doing, transformations in the internal
selves and consciousness of many squatters as well as adaptations to life
on the urban outskirts brought into bold relief not only modes of survival,
but efforts for self-determination. This accretion of practices, the consol-
idation of institutions, and the necessary defiance of apartheid norms on
which the urban peripheries depended, would eventually make them as
much “spaces of hope” (Harvey 2000) as they had been spaces of pes-
simism, and in so doing made it possible to think about a future—a self-
defined and self-determined future—in the face of apartheid efforts to
construct futures for blacks elsewhere (in the Bantustans). This process of
toil and consciousness-raising is particularly compelling, but it also begs
a very specific question about the nature of resistance to oppression and
the intentions (or lack of them) in those who resist. “Does an act require
explicit consciousness and articulation to be properly called ‘resistance’?
Should the term apply only to the intentions behind social and political
acts, or may it refer equally to their consequences?”  (Comaroff and
Comaroff 1991:31, emphasis in original). Doubtless, history has shown
that whatever the intentions of those who chose to settle on the city lim-
its in the four decades before apartheid’s demise, the consequences were
enormously significant to the collapse of influx controls and, in due
course, apartheid itself.

The New “Freedoms”: South Africa’s Transition 
and the Neoliberal Turn
In thinking about squatters living in South Africa on the tail end of the
twentieth century, two rather distinct lines of inquiry have been useful:
on one hand the “dialectics of toil,”  following Chari’s use of that term to
describe “specific structural and social historical relations”  of place
(2003:181); on the other David Harvey’s focus on the “concrete potential-
ities and capacities immanent in what we already have” (Merrifield
2002:153). These concepts have been critical in deepening both my histor-
ical and theoretical understanding of the contingent and ordinary nature
of revolutionary struggle.
In our own times so defined by a particular geopolitics of space, when

the hazy outlines of US Empire, admittedly an Empire in full decline,
remain keenly felt, if hard to delimit (see Hardt and Negri 2000), this geo-
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configuration offers sharp illustration of efforts, often failed, to imagine a
“concrete utopia”—a politics in place (Chari 2003:181) “always conscious
of its task.”19 Interestingly, since his work in and on the city of Baltimore
(Harvey 2000), Harvey has resuscitated an enduring interest in the Paris of
the 1860s (the Paris of the Second Empire) when urban struggles (predat-
ing the Commune) gave “political meaning to concepts of community and
class” (Harvey 2003:296). In effect, the French capital became a vital ter-
rain on and over which demands for reform were fought.

The struggle that unfolded in Paris during the 1860s and presaged
the Commune was of epic proportions. It was a struggle to give polit-
ical meaning to concepts of community and class; to identify the true
bases of class alliances and antagonisms; to find political, economic,
organizational, and physical spaces in which to mobilize and from
which to press demands. It was, in all these senses, a geopolitical
struggle for the transformation of the Parisian economy, as well as of
the city’s politics and culture (Harvey 2003:296, emphasis added).

While mid-nineteenth century Paris and the events leading up to the
establishment of the Commune actually say a great deal about the place of
counter-hegemonic ideals of deep democracy, women’s rights, and secu-
larism, that such political values were enacted on the urban terrain is in
large measure what I take not only to be Harvey’s central point about the
events leading up to 1871 and how, as a consequence, these became con-
stitutive of a European modernity (Vidler 2006, Frisby 2001), but that the-
ories of space and politics such as this might be generalized to other his-
torical periods and political contexts. In other words, quite apart from the
forces of socialism, workerism, and democratic populism that drove the
temporary experiment in self-government during the spring of 1871, it is
surely in view of the kinds of historical agents at the center of the Paris
Commune that Harvey attends to this experiment in nineteenth century
reform in the way that he does: namely, as a way of flagging the inherent
potentialities and capacities of those who enacted a drama in which ordi-
nary people making use of everyday resources sought to transform the
world they inhabited and indeed “toiled” to achieve specific ends. With
this in mind, I want to return to questions that pertain to the charged pres-
ent—to post-apartheid South Africa in which the problem of cities and citi-
ness, following Mbembe and Nuttall (2004), now troubles the construction
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of political citizenship at the beginning of the twenty-first century on the
horizon of South Africa’s late modernity. Furthermore, I want to draw
attention to how African people have persisted in their claims to belong-
ing in the city and how in so doing such claims have cast in stark relief the
process by which a new political subject might be made.

* * * * *

Today, Crossroads has been redeveloped. New “matchbox” houses sit in
orderly rows, arranged street by street, block by block, and occasionally a
crescent or cul-de-sac suggests an attempt to interrupt the monotony of the
township’s master plan, built on the ruins of the former squatter area. The
road grid reproduces in uncanny form the apartheid planning logic of the
“locations” that were the heart of the system of segregation and labor
migration—that orderly configuration of homes and streets that apartheid
planners modeled on Ebenezer Howard’s (1946) “garden city,” a self-con-
tained community surrounded by greenbelts, which, as Howard proposed,
offered a kind of midway point between town and country. It is ironic that
this model, also appropriated in the design of white suburban South Africa,
at least formally underwrote the migrant labor system: that condition
betwixt and between the rural and the urban. But of course, this model had
one major difference: the townships that apartheid devised were not sur-
rounded by greenways; rather, their containment was emphasized in an
effort at the management of the city’s black population and indeed its seg-
regation from other population groups. Their few entrances and exits
ensured not only containment, but easy access for the security state—in the
most literal sense, it was a way of policing communities from within. This
made for easy surveillance and, on occasion, the capture of suspected
activists, while the zones beyond, generally vacant lots, served as buffers
restricting the passage and interplay of people across the color line.
It is doubtless this use of space for coercive purposes to which squatter

settlements in some measure offered viable alternatives—as spaces
authored by those who lived in them and who shared a desire for relative
autonomy. With their tangled paths, organic arrangement of shacks and
other buildings—a spatial pattern that defied total securitization and
complete “ lockdown”—the settlements proposed themselves as a “ liber-
ated zone,”  a space apart from that formally devised for the accommoda-
tion of the city’s black population. Indeed, activists from the townships
repaired often enough to informal areas, seeking refuge in what many
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referred to as “mini-exile,”  as opposed to the forms of exile that assumed
going beyond the sovereign boundaries of apartheid South Africa.
Now, curiously, the stadium lights and watchtowers that were so inte-

gral to the state’s efforts to surveil African communities under the old
regime remain. The lights are now justified as a practical matter—a way
of offering the most light during hours of darkness, to the greatest num-
ber, by the cheapest means. The matter of the watchtowers is somewhat
different. They recall an era when the provision of infrastructure—run-
ning water, pipes, toilets, and homes—went hand in hand with covert mil-
itary operations that sought to use community development projects, as I
previously suggested, in the winning of hearts and minds. The watchtow-
ers were of course linked to the overt presence of the security apparatus,
whereas development projects operated under the guise of public-private
partnerships. While in the first instance, the towers may be understood as
relics of a past with little pertinence for the present: painted in camou-
flage the cast iron structures fell long ago into disuse and disrepair. And
for the most part, people rarely even notice them despite the way they
protrude above the roof line of the townships’ one-story buildings. They
are nevertheless good to think with, particularly in these times when
apartheid, as a certain kind of security regime, has been superseded, and
neoliberalism, with its own security concerns, has taken hold.
I have been reflecting of late on the peculiar relationship between con-

ditions of risk and securitization: two terms intimately linked in domains,
at least at first glance, quite distinct—carceral, military, and financial
(Gilmore 2007, also see Makhulu 2010). In each sphere, perceived risks are
neutralized whether through incarceration, military preemption, or deriv-
itization (as in the case of the now much derided subprime mortgage sec-
tor). Thus, risk and security are discursively constituted in a relationship in
which risk is mitigated in one way or another or at the very least displaced.
The necessary misrecognition in the linking of risk and security follows a
specific logic arguably integral to the full realization of a neoliberal order.
Consider the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, as George Lipsitz has recent-
ly described it, in which efforts to protect the residents of New Orleans ulti-
mately worked against them as public funds were redirected away from
publicly accountable bodies such as the National Guard and New Orleans
Police Department and were redeployed in the hiring of a “private para-
military,”  namely the Blackwater “security” firm (2006:452). Amidst sys-
tematically unverified accounts of “ looting” by the city’s black poor, the
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privatization of public security effected little more than a deepening of the
post-Hurricane humanitarian crisis given less a total breakdown in social
order than a breakdown in its associated regime of truth. To be sure, the
military analogy does not end there. As we now know full well, the Bush
administration quickly offered tax breaks to the private sector declaring
the Gulf Coast a “taxpayer-subsidized ‘enterprise zone’”  (Lipsitz 2006:452).
If no-bid contracts went to Halliburton and other well-connected com-

panies, many of them specialists in the military sector, this may remind
us of a similar strategy in post-invasion Iraq. Indeed, Paul Bremer’s over-
sight of the Coalition Provisional Authority involved “ ‘the full privatiza-
tion of public enterprises, full ownership rights by foreign firms of Iraqi
businesses, full repatriation of foreign profits…the opening of Iraq’s
banks to foreign control, national treatment for foreign companies
and…the elimination of nearly all trade barriers’”  (Juhasz 2004 cited in
Harvey 2005b:214). For Naomi Klein (2007), the practice of crisis interven-
tion followed by the privatization of almost everything goes by the name
“disaster capitalism.”  And while I am hardly suggesting that post-
apartheid reconstruction falls within the ambit of the “shock doctrine”
she seeks to outline, the process of rebuilding South Africa’s cities, and
particularly the “formalization” of the informal settlements, share many
features of this particular capitalist logic.

* * * * *

When the South African government eventually dissolved the
Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) in August 1999,20 the
Programme still represented the only major state effort to address wide-
spread poverty. It should come as little surprise then, that even as state
support for social welfare began to wane, because the RDP enjoyed broad
grassroots support its ideals continued to shape a populist vision of trans-
formation (Marks 1998, Ward 1998, Hamill 1998).21 Indeed, the African
National Congress (ANC), South African Communist Party (SACP), and
Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU)—together constituting
the ruling alliance—had originally co-authored the RDP Base Document
just before the country’s transition to democracy. Never more than a sug-
gestive text that gestured at issues of social and economic justice, its over-
all strength resided in its ability to imagine the form that national recon-
struction might take. It drew ideologically on the 1955 Freedom Charter,
a Marxist-Leninist manifesto, in which the South African Left outlined
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broad sweeping guidelines for a post-revolutionary society. This strong
link between the two documents, as Hein Marais was already arguing in
1997, produced continuity with the national liberation struggle and a
unity of purpose for those implementing the country’s political transition.
“Indeed, it is within the nation-building project,”  Marais suggests, “ that
the RDP’s utility is manifest. Here it functions as an axis around which the
principles of inclusion, conciliation and stability can be promoted in tan-
gible form. Within its ambit, disparate interests are seen to become rec-
onciled in a unifying ‘national endeavour.’” 22

Difficulties emerged almost immediately after the 1994 transition. On the
one hand, official rhetoric seemed to reflect increasing state support for
neoliberal reform; on the other hand, such reforms could only threaten the
welfare focus of the Reconstruction and Development Programme. By 1996,
with the introduction of the Growth, Employment and Redistribution (GEAR)
policy statement—signaling the government’s new commitment to privati-
zation—the RDP was no longer economically or politically viable. Never
more than a “patchwork of developmental activities,” now the program
became a vehicle for political rhetoric with limited concrete outcomes. From
henceforth the RDP would serve to contain poverty “within an overall eco-
nomic strategy that reproduces and fortifies social inequality.”23 During this
same period, officials set out to restructure local government, partly in
efforts to transform the administrative terrain of the country’s urban areas
and partly to better apportion resources and capacity.24 Less clear was
whether this process would successfully undermine the old political culture
that had long protected career civil servants, many of whom held to deeply
verkrampt (conservative)25 views and were unlikely to support any number of
measures aimed at removing vestiges of apartheid privilege.
Officials responsible for restructuring quickly assigned RDP forums to

each of the newly created municipal wards, from affluent, formerly white
suburbs to the most economically marginal areas of the country. It goes
without saying that some forums remained entirely inactive while others
took on a critical role in what was emerging as a highly self-conscious
process of “public consultation.”  In hindsight, the timing for the induc-
tion of the forums is ironic, coinciding precisely with the institution of
new policies that would effectively incapacitate local level bodies and
ultimately bring the RDP to an end. In Cape Town, by January 2001, there
was ample evidence of the failures of the program to sustain develop-
ment activities, this in view of growing official opposition to large-scale
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public spending. And though some had already received homes, many
others were still waiting for small-time sub-contractors to return to com-
plete work on individual sites. Of course the widespread use of private
contractors in itself signaled a breakdown in what had been a collective
manifesto for urban change. The more ingenious housing beneficiaries
had resorted to building their own homes. On the outskirts of Cape Town,
“First Brick,”  a local, informal women owned and run enterprise, was now
doing a brisk trade in recycled bricks collected from old building sites and
construction dumps. By adding sweat equity to the value of their homes,
residents of African townships and squatter areas were building structures
far superior to, and certainly far larger than, the tiny Lego matchboxes,
which contractors had promised to residents under government tender.
There is much that might be said of the ins and outs of housing provi-

sion in South Africa, here, however, I am more concerned with thinking
about how the logic of securitizing risk came to play such an important
role in the overall process of urban rebuilding. If in the early phases of
national reconstruction the state promised all eligible recipients a hous-
ing subsidy, albeit a “shallow” one, this model of state financed support
was quickly modified. Admittedly, after 1994, South Africa faced certain
economic challenges including inflationary pressures: a relatively weak
currency, rising input costs such as labor in the productive sectors, high
demand for certain goods that outstripped supply, and the relatively high
cost of specific imports, among them oil and electricity. Housing grants
were subsequently increased on a number of occasions in the course of
the first several years of the Programme, but even then covered less and
less of the total cost of actual housing, as subsidies went to paying for the
introduction of basic infrastructure, leaving most of the investment
beneath ground and little in the way of actual “top structures.”  Municipal
government toyed with any number of financial options, eventually
adopting a system of Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs), which brought pub-
lic monies together with small contributions from beneficiaries. The use
of SPVs is noteworthy. Enron-style financial instruments, corporations use
them in the financing of large projects; their primary purpose being to
shore up risk. When misused, SPVs are one way of concealing debt or lia-
bility; but simply put, Special Purpose Vehicles or Special Purpose
Entities, as they are referred to in the US, are mechanisms of securitiza-
tion through the creation of a “body corporate,”  a private entity, even in
circumstances in which the use of public funds is at issue.
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My larger point is that the ideological stakes change dramatically in
contexts of corporatization and older notions of the public good or social
and economic justice necessarily fall away. Again, there is much to be
learned from the aftermath of Katrina. If, as Lipsitz (2006) suggests,
“social warrants”  constitute broadly agreed upon values, the social war-
rant that is made possible in the neoliberal moment banks on forms of
“consumer citizenship.”  This new form of civics “creates a speculative
economy, severs the relationship between work and reward, plunders
public resources for private gain, and promotes economic insecurity and
social antagonisms” (Lipsitz 2006:456). The stakes are not, however, to
build homes for those who have been historically disadvantaged by a sys-
tem of racial discrimination or to right the imbalances of apartheid’s
legacy or to restore a sense of the citiness of cities—their built form, their
spatial organization—as critical to substantive citizenship.

Conclusion
Over two decades ago in the context of a South Africa far different from
the post-apartheid democracy of the early twenty-first century, Jean
Comaroff penned Body of  Power, Spirit of  Resistance (1985). South Africa
was at the time a racial state in the throes of a national liberation strug-
gle and in a sense invested in a solidly modernist account of itself and its
trajectory from the colonial frontier to a highly industrialized society that
generated not only wealth, but reputation as a bastion of civilization at
the southernmost tip of Africa. Little wonder that Comaroff argued com-
pellingly of the many resistances to high apartheid in what themselves
now appear as highly modernist terms—in the terms of resistance to dom-
inant structures. Inevitably, space in its many forms—ritual, personal,
abstract, physical, and liminal—constituted the critical ground of an
argument in which “spatial organization, built form, and everyday prac-
tice”  became the vehicles by which the world impressed itself upon the
consciousness of the Tswana and shaped “ internalized [categories] of indi-
vidual experience and identity”  (Comaroff 1985:124). These are striking
assertions of the mediation of structure and practice within the broader
historical context of sustained encounter between local Tswana people
and Christian missionaries and how such encounters drove their mutual
transformation. Comaroff ’s observations regarding everyday material and
symbolic forms within the larger cultural order, observations made in the
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face of deepening state repression in South Africa, and pertaining to a
world set apart from our own by almost two centuries, are all the more
conspicuous for their relevance even now.
My own work on late-20th and early-21st century South African cities,

and specifically, their outlying peri-urban zones, is marked by a similar set
of concerns with “spatial organization, built form,” (Comaroff 1985) and the
everyday. In the course of this article, I have sought to focus, if only briefly,
on the shift from one system of rule to another: from apartheid to democ-
racy or, differently expressed, from colonialism to postcoloniality, and in
tandem highlight some of the consequences for the future of the nation’s
cities. That South Africa’s political transition was both necessary and
inevitable is not in question; nevertheless, my inquiry has been informed
by a strong skepticism a propos the nature and ideological premise of the
new democracy, arising in the early to mid-1990s, in conjunction with an
accelerated uptick of neoliberal economic policies. To what degree could
the new South African state genuinely deliver on the call for reconstruction,
urban renewal, service delivery, and social welfare given the impetus to see
such public and social goods delivered indirectly through a deregulated
market? In other words, these were goods that would, we were told, derive
from the ongoing workings of the market economy. It mattered little that
these outcomes would not be by design, but by attribution to forces of per-
sonal accumulation rather than collective good. And as I tried to show in my
discussion of the introduction of new housing policy, reconstruction and
development was quickly hampered by the dictates of pro-privatization
policies including GEAR. These, it emerged, were dull instruments in the
service of housing provision for the metropolitan poor.
As struggles for self-determination drove the expansion of peri-urban

zones across apartheid South Africa, their material inadequacies—the pre-
carity of living conditions in the camps, the absence of permits and legal
status, very often the scarcity of jobs—nevertheless spoke of spatial strug-
gles for freedom that trumped the falsities of the homelands. The informal
settlements became liberated zones defined through their defiance of
apartheid prohibitions. In contemporary South Africa, by contrast, the
freedoms afforded by the new democracy have introduced new challenges
for those living on the margins of the city. There, just as in the most mar-
ginal of South Africa’s rural areas, neoliberalism’s promises are mostly dis-
appointed; given the popular truck in trickledown economics, the tri-
umphalist rhetoric of privatization, and the new developmentalism which
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at one and the same time depoliticizes basic needs through the promotion
of poverty-alleviation schemes that do little more than devolve welfare
responsibility onto individuals and publics. Thus a recent critical literature
in contemporary South Africa stresses struggles over “bare life” and its
commodification as communities fight over the privatization of water,
electricity, and other services (see for example Khan and Pieterse 2004,
Desai and Pithouse 2004). While this postcolony shows signs of a lively and
unruly community democracy if only measured in terms of the frequency
of popular protest against evictions, privatization, water and electricity
cutoffs, and while such protests have borrowed heavily from a repertoire
of anti-apartheid struggle, these are problems that three successive ANC-
led governments have been largely unwilling or unable to address.26

In a post-general election op-ed piece Patrick Bond, director of the
Centre for Civil Society at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, observed that:
“Police statistics show there are about 8,000 protests a year in South
Africa, mainly over service delivery issues like access to water, housing,
land, education and health. Per person, this is the highest number of
protests in the world. They are part of the resistance culture.”  To some,
this may seem merely a reflection of a vigorous civil society where demo-
cratic freedoms are alive and well and go virtually uncensored. Yet in
point of fact, the denial of basic material necessities to a great majority
of South Africans suggests instead a repudiation of democratic ideals and
a turn towards a new era of “hegemony in reverse,”  in which those who
have been historically discriminated against politically and economically
continue to have to engage in struggles reminiscent of those against white
minority rule. While “burning barricades, running battles with the securi-
ty forces and attacks on the home [sic] of ANC officials” 27 continue unabat-
ed, the city constitutes a site of highly contested claims to the most basic
requirements for a decent human life. Most troubling is that current
events have come to echo the stark politics of the 1970s and 1980s as
struggles over access to housing and land persist, and post-apartheid
authorities remain mostly hostile to the demands of the city’s residents
without adequate shelter.

More critically still, I would ultimately argue that the investment in
futures beyond the present are still very much a part of the squatter proj-
ect, of the ways in which communities are formed on the city outskirts,
and why squatters engage in a work on the world to change it. And there
remains a remarkable faith in the consequences of such labors, this
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despite all the failings of the RDP, of the state, even of democracy to pro-
vide and to do so adequately. Just as we engage in the making and main-
taining of our reality daily, hourly, minute by minute, squatters, in their
continued refusal to be subjected to the new laws that protect property
and private interest, act as a material force in the world reshaping it in
explicitly social and spatial terms. One need only scan the outskirts of
Cape Town to grasp the immensity of this project—yes, in all its abjec-
tion, but also in all its defiant hope. It is almost as if squatters have pre-
empted de Certeau’s claims about lived experience and confirmed the
“unsutured nature of the social, the impossibility of the full colonization
of daily life by the system” (Poster 1997:125). Had they not, would South
Africans remain so willing to protest the limitations of the new order,
and at the same time, rely on precisely those strategies that in the past
made settlements like Crossroads such critical symbols of the relation-
ship of political power and space.

ENDNOTES
1In a response (see “Baudelaire over Berea, Simmel over Sandton,” Public Culture
17(1):181-192) to Achille Mbembe and Sarah Nuttall’s lead article in Public Culture “Writing
the World from an African Metropolis” (2004), Michael Watts suggests Mbembe and
Nuttall’s attention to the aesthetic project that produces Johannesburg as a modern
metropolis ignores an important aspect of that city, namely, the presence of a large under-
class occupying urban slums and ghettoes. Moreover, Watts argues, urban slums are the
general condition in which a majority lives in Third World cities everywhere at the begin-
ning of the twenty-first century. To be sure, classical theories of the metropolis, as
Mbembe and Nuttall themselves point out, tend to ignore the “figure of the black poor”
(2004:363), and their preoccupation, in some sense, with such theories prevents a total
commitment to questions aside from those that inform the production of bourgeois sub-
jectivity. But theirs is an attempt to show the ways in which Third World cities are not par-
ticularly unique—that urban poverty is not an essential attribute of sub-Saharan Africa.
One need only consider the very recent history of the Parisian banlieue. To be fair to Watts,
the “Third World slum” demands considerable attention, theorization, and a new recog-
nition of its place in a world increasingly defined by grave inequality. And as he suggests,
Lagos or Kano may be critical places to begin this new undertaking.
2Memani Affidavit, p.3.
3The Afrikaans word bushveld refers in the first instance to a specific botanical and envi-
ronmental region, broadly defined as the old Transvaal, while the term veld denotes an
open, rural space whether prairie, plain, or outback. It is interesting to note that
apartheid urban planning, while denying Africans proper housing, focused instead on the
introduction of basic infrastructure—access to water, sewage, and indeed toilets—in
many informal settlements and that these projects came to be known as “toilets in the
veld” projects. Indeed, veld is understood to be land that remains fallow or unimproved.
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4The story of women, migrancy, and urbanization is a complicated one, spanning the
greater part of the first half of the twentieth century as policies changed to both accom-
modate the post-World War II economic boom while first discouraging and then ultimate-
ly encouraging the uptick of female labor by white employers, mostly in the sphere of
domestic work (see Posel 1997 for comprehensive analysis of women and the migrant
labor system; cf. Moodie, Ndatshe, and Sibuyi 1988). Yet as Posel has argued, one way of
measuring the relative “success” of urbanization is changing “masculinity ratios” during
the mid-twentieth century. Indeed, as African urbanization increased, i.e. as African
migrants chose to settle in cities rather than live as temporary residents, the gravely
skewed ratios of men to women (in 1950 these were on the order of 166:100) began to
gain some equilibrium and by 1960 were closer to 139:100 for metropolitan areas (see
Posel 1997:147). This process was largely the consequence of efforts to rehabilitate “tra-
ditional” family relations given the pervasive fear of single women in the city, working (to
some degree untracked) within the informal economic sector. This is of course directly
linked to peri-urban settlements, their relative freedoms and possibilities, where women
were employed in illegal beer brewing ventures, small informal food stands, and the like.
5See “Crossroads Squatters: We Will Not Move,” John Battersby, Cape Argus, August 17,
1978.
6Following the passage of the Black Affairs Administration Act in 1971, twenty-two Bantu
Administration Boards were established in the two subsequent years taking over respon-
sibility for the administration of black local authorities from white local authority struc-
tures.
7Used by many squatters as roofing, “zincs” refer to corrugated iron sheeting.
8See the Group Areas Act of 1950 and the Reservation of Separate Amenities Act of 1953.
9See Truth and Reconciliation Commission 1998 (3):555. Official statistics count 575 fatal-
ities and 2,380 wounded. Most were under twenty-five and many were school children. It
should be noted that the organizers always intended for the demonstrations to be peace-
able, and to this day there is no evidence to suggest that students were either armed or in
any way battle ready.
10Interview with Mrs. Makhumalo, Lower Crossroads, Cape Town, September 1998.
11Interview with Mr. Kuza, Lower Crossroads, Cape Town, September 1998.
12I draw on Fred Moten’s work and specifically “Black Optimism/Black Operations,” a con-
versation between Fred Moten and Mark Anthony Neal, Department of African and African
American Studies, Duke University, February 2008.
13See “School Goes Up Again,” The Argus, June 11, 1976.
14See “Little Crime at Crossroads,” Ted Olsen, Cape Times, August 8, 1978.
15See the Cape Metropolitan Council Photogrammetry Department’s “Aerial Photography”
collection.
16See Albany Law Review 2003, 67 Alb. L. Rev. 565, “Constitutional Claims for Gender
Equality in South Africa: A Judicial Response.”
17www.nytimes.com/2010/04/26/health/policy/26safrica.html?scp=2&sq=SOuth%20Africa
&st=cse, accessed April 27, 2010.
18In an earlier era such efforts might well have been characterized as “re-tribalization.”
19I borrow this phrase from a public lecture, “Possible Urban Worlds,” delivered by David
Harvey at Princeton in a series entitled “Urban Reflections” and hosted by the Shelby
Cullom Davis Center for Historical Studies, October 2004.
20The RDP’s last remaining structure, the National Assembly’s RDP portfolio committee,
was quietly dismantled without so much as a ripple of protest.
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21In 1996, the RDP Ministry office was closed by executive order and its remaining funds
transferred back to the Treasury. President Mandela’s decision to close the office may well
have been influenced by the failure of the housing program. Although housing targets
were set at 1 million units in 5 years, by the end of 1995 only 12,000 homes had been
built. After the closure, all ongoing projects were entrusted to the office of the Deputy-
President. As Hamill has argued, in a sense the RDP had become nothing more than a
“wish list” (Hamill 1998:84). See also “RIP the RDP Committee,” Barry Streek, Daily Mail
and Guardian, August 20, 1999.
22See “Is the RDP Mutating…,” Hein Marais, Daily Mail and Guardian, May 16, 1997
(emphasis mine).
23Ibid.
24The RDP’s reach was significantly more limited in rural South Africa and for this reason
the current essay focuses on the urban context.
25Verkrampt is an Afrikaans term used to describe ultra-conservative, reactionary types.
26This is likely a combination of inadequate budgeting for the needs of the poor and a lack
of government capacity required in spending those sorts of monies, and as Patrick Bond
has pointed out (personal communication), the first problem tends to cause the second.
27See “New SA Govt Faces Tough Challenges,” Chronicle (Zimbabwe), May 11, 2009. See
www.chronicle.co.zw/inside.aspx?sectid=794&livedate=5/11/2009%2012:00:00%20AM&c
at=10 accessed June 1, 2009.
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